
Champagne Pierre Moncuit  

Le Mesnil-sur-Oger 
 
 

 

                     “Moncuit-Delos” Grand Cru Brut NV 
 

The current release of Pierre Moncuit Blanc de Blancs non-vintage Brut hails entirely from the harvest of 

2015 and was disgorged in November of 2018, with a finishing dosage of seven grams per liter. The wine 

offers up a fine and youthful bouquet of tart pear, bread dough, lemon zest, limestone minerality, a touch 

of almond and a topnote of spring flowers. On the palate the wine is full-bodied, brisk and focused, with 

an excellent core of ripe fruit, a youthful girdle of acidity, frothy mousse and impressive length and grip 

on the nascently complex finish. In my experience, this cuvée has an excellent track record for aging and I 

would opt to tuck the new release away for three or four years and really let it blossom, though it is quite 

easy to drink right now. 2022-2045.  

                                   91+ points– John Gilman, View from the Cellar #81, May-June 2019 

 

 

                                     “Moncuit-Delos” Grand Cru Extra Brut NV 
 

The Pierre Moncuit Extra Brut non-vintage Blanc de Blancs is the same wine as the Brut bottling, hailing 

from the base year of 2015, but it receives a dosage of 3.5 grams per liter, instead of the seven of the Brut. 

It was disgorged a couple of months earlier in July of 2018. The wine is lovely on the nose, wafting from 

the glass in a mix of delicious apple, pear, almond, bread dough, chalky soil tones, white flowers and a 

hint of upper register smokiness. On the palate the wine is crisp, full-bodied and focused, with a lovely 

core, frothy mousse and lovely length and grip on the bright and well-balanced finish. This has relaxed a 

bit more than the Brut NV, due to being five more months out from its disgorgement, and is really drinking 

quite nicely today. However, it is still very early days and this wine will be even better after a few years in 

the cellar. 2019-2045.                                               

                                  91+ points– John Gilman, View from the Cellar #81, May-June 2019 

 

 

                            Rosé Grand Cru Brut NV 

 

The current bottle on the market of Pierre Moncuit non-vintage Brut Rosé was disgorged in June of 2018. 

The wine is a blend of seventy-five percent chardonnay (all from Mesnil) and twenty-five percent still 

pinot noir (all hailing from Ambonnay). The wine is entirely from the fine base year of 2015 and was 

finished with a dosage of eight grams per liter. The bouquet is already quite lovely, offering up a complex 

nose of tangerine, cherries, a touch of rhubarb, chalky minerality, rye bread, a nice touch of spice in the 

upper register. On the palate the wine is crisp, full-bodied and quite elegant in personality, though still on 

the young side and a tad bound up in its structural elements. The wine has lovely depth at the core, refined 

mousse, bright acids and fine focus and grip on the nascently complex finish. It is certainly quite drinkable 

today, but it is still a bit tight and will be even better with a couple of years in the cellar to really let it 

blossom from behind its very good girdle of acidity. This will be very lovely with a bit of bottle age.  

2021-2040.                                          
                                      91 points– John Gilman, View from the Cellar #81, May-June 2019 


